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Security in e-Commerce

Fingerprinting Schemes for the Protection
of Multimedia Distribution Rights
Marcel Fernández-Muñoz, Miquel Soriano-Ibañez, Josep Domingo-Ferrer, and Francesc Sebé-Feixas

It is a broadly accepted opinion that selling digital contents through computer networks is one of the most
natural applications of electronic commerce, e-Commerce, because even distribution can be done in real
time over the network at the moment of purchase. Nonetheless, current turnover in e-Commerce is lower than
had been anticipated a few years ago. One of the problems that is hampering market development is the
difﬁculty of adequately protecting the distribution rights of contents being sold. Fingerprinting is the most
usual solution, and consists of uniquely marking the object before its distribution. One possible attack
against ﬁngerprinting schemes is through collusion of several dishonest users, who try to fabricate a copy
that does not reveal their identities when redistributed. Several kinds of codes exist that provide redistributor
tracing in case of collusion attacks. This paper provides a classiﬁcation and a description of some of them.
It also discusses coding and decoding for each scheme.
Keywords: Collusion, Copy Detection, Distribution of
Multimedia Content, Error Correction Codes, Fingerprinting,
Multimedia Copyright Protection.
Introduction
One of the advantages the Internet provides is convenient
distribution of digital products; evidence that this is so is that a
great number of economic sectors are using the network as a
natural medium for information interchange. Using documents
in digital form not only results in easier distribution and
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management, but it also facilitates honest or dishonest transformation of documents by the user community. Therefore, new
problems related to copyright and distribution protection of
digital products arise.
Cryptographic techniques are not adequate for solving such
problems, as there are doubts about how the receiver will
behave once he/she has received the product. The sentence of a
Californian court of appeal against Napster, published in February 2001, showed that distribution of multimedia contents
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through the Internet without respecting intellectual property
rights is an illegal activity.
Copyright protection can be achieved in two ways: a priori
protection (copy prevention) and a posteriori protection (copy
detection). The recent failure of the DVD copy prevention
system [3] shows the lack of effectiveness of a priori protection. In the scientiﬁc community, the belief exists that a posteriori protection is the only viable mechanism.
This fact has fostered the development of new techniques
allowing copyright protection in the new digital economy.
Watermarks are based on embedding a mark in the copy sold.
The same mark is embedded in all copies, so that intellectual
property can be protected but not distribution rights. Fingerprinting (introduced by Wagner in 1983 [20]) consists of using
marks that identify not only the content owner but the buyer as
well, in such a way that each copy is personalized and its
distribution can be traced. Unlike watermarking, collusion
attacks are feasible for ﬁngerprinting, i.e. several buyers can
come together and pool their copies so as to remove the mark
or generate a copy with a new mark different from those they
were assigned. Consequently, an adequate ﬁngerprinting
scheme must allow identiﬁcation of dishonest buyers who took
part in the collusion. Detection of such dishonest buyers can be
achieved by using schemes with tracing properties, as
described in [6].
Fingerprinting schemes can be classiﬁed as symmetric,
asymmetric and anonymous.
a) In symmetric schemes, only the merchant participates in the
marking procedure. This leaves the buyer unprotected
against fraudulent merchants in that buyer A can be falsely
accused of illegal distribution if the merchant provides
another buyer B with the copy bearing A’s mark.
b) Asymmetric ﬁngerprinting aims at solving such a problem
by preventing the merchant from seeing the marked copy
delivered to the buyer, but it does so in such a way that the
merchant can identify the buyer if the latter unlawfully
redistributes his or her copy. To do this, both the merchant
and the buyer take part in the marking procedure. The
merchant will be able to identify the buyer’s mark, but
cannot generate it without the buyer’s presence. Asymmetric
schemes pose the problem of lack of anonymity: the
merchant knows the buyer’s identity.
c) Anonymous ﬁngerprinting solves the aforementioned inconvenience. In it, the merchant does not know the buyer’s
marked copy nor his/her identity. This fact does not prevent
buyer identiﬁcation in case of illegal redistribution. The
system is based on a trusted third party (register authority)
who knows the buyer’s real identity.
Fingerprinting techniques involve the following issues:
1. What kind of mark to use.
2. Mark location and embedding technique being used.
3. Algorithms that allow colluder identiﬁcation from the
obtained mark in a reasonable time.
The second issue has been treated in several papers. The best
option depends on the type of ﬁle to be marked (audio, video,
etc.). Among others, the work by Sebé et al. [19] should be
mentioned here.
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In this paper, we will focus on the kind of mark to be used
and the algorithms, which are largely based on error correcting
codes, to be applied. In fact, codewords can be used as ﬁngerprinting codewords. Every distributed copy is assigned a different codeword that will be embedded into the document by the
marking algorithm.
Using the current techniques for error control, if the number
of symbols e in which the received word differs from the nearest codeword is lower than the half the minimum distance of the
code, the decoder will generate a single codeword as output,
whose distance to the received word is e. However, if the
number of differing symbols is greater than the previous bound,
uniqueness is not guaranteed. In any case, there is no assurance
that the nearest codeword is related to a dishonest distributor.
So, other coding techniques are needed.
Different proposals by the authors will be presented in the
rest of this paper whose goal is to satisfy the requirements of
different scenarios. In Section 2, a taxonomy of codes based on
their traceability properties is presented. Section 3 presents an
IPP, Identiﬁable Parent Property, scheme. Section 4 analyses
coding and decoding of a TA, Traceability, scheme with softdecision techniques. Binary ﬁngerprinting schemes robust
against collusions of up to 2 and 3 buyers are presented in
Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Finally, conclusions are detailed
in Section 7.
Classiﬁcation of Codes with Tracing Properties
The ideal code would be one which allowed all participants in an illegal collusion to be identiﬁed, regardless of the
collusion size. It can be proven that no such ideal code exists.
From now on, we assume that words that can be generated by
a collusion of w users constitute the descendant of all their
codewords a1, a2, a3, ..., aw, ∈ Fqn, where the descendant is deﬁned
as follows:

2

desc(a1, a2, a3,..., aw):={x∈ Fqn: xi ∈ { ai1, ai2, ai3, ..., aiw}, 1≤i≤n}

In other words, if several users collude and pool their corresponding marked ﬁles, it is assumed that they take certain
symbols from each copy whenever there is discrepancy (mark
detection).
Given a code C, the descendant code C* is deﬁned as:
C*: =
1

1
w
( a , ..., a )
∪ desc
w

a C, ..., a C

Depending on the features offered, the following classiﬁcation can be established:
• FC, Frameproof Codes: a code is w-FC if no collusion with
a number of participants ≤w can frame an innocent user who
did not participate in the collusion, by generating the mark
corresponding to that innocent user.
• SFC, Secure Frameproof Codes: a code is w-SFC if no collusion with a number of participants £w can frame another
disjoint collusion of size also ≤w by generating a mark which
could also have been generated by the second collusion.
• IPP, Identiﬁable Parent Property: a code is w-IPP if no collusion with a number of participants ≤w can generate a n-tuple
which prevents identiﬁcation of the colluders.
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• TA:, Traceability: a code is w-TA if, for any n-tuple generated by a collusion of at most w users, the nearest codeword
corresponds to one member who has taken part in the collusion. In these schemes, it is enough to use common channel
decoding techniques in order to ﬁnd a dishonest user.
It can be shown that the above classiﬁcation presents different schemes from the least to the most restrictive, and each
class is included in the previous one, i.e., a code w-TA is also wIPP; w-IPP implies w-SFC and w-SFC implies w-FC.
In [4], Boneh and Shaw introduced the concept of secure
ﬁngerprinting against buyers collusions. The authors proved
that no binary code completely IPP exists for w ≥ 2 and
proposed a general construction to obtain codes secure against
collusions of up to w buyers that allows identiﬁcation of at least
one colluder with probability 1–ε. Such codes are called w-secure with error ε. For a community of N possible buyers and
given ε>0, L=2wlog (2N/ε) and d=8w2 log (8wL/ε) a code with N codewords of length
l=2Ldw=32w4 log (2N/ε) log (8wL/ε)

is constructed which allows identiﬁcation of one of the
colluders with probability 1–ε.

3 Schemes 2-IPP q-ary
When an altered mark (a word that does not belong to the
code) is received, it can usually have several possible parent
couples. If the code is IPP, the intersection of all these couples
is not empty, so that one of the dishonest users can be accused
with absolute certainty.
3.1 Coding
Hollmann et al. [12] proved that, given an integer q, power of
a prime p, a Reed-Solomon code (shortened or extended) exists
over Fq with (n, n/4, n–n/4 +1) that is 2–IPP (q ≥ n–1).
3.2 Decoding
IPP decoding algorithms are precisely based on searching all
possible couples that can be parents of the received word, and
ﬁnding the intersection between all of them.
In [16] Silverberg et al. presented algorithms that return a list
of all possible parents of a received word using list decoding
[11] techniques. In [8] Fernández and Soriano presented a new
proposal for IPP codes and a methodology that includes its
advantages [16].
When two dishonest users build the altered mark, they
choose between two possible symbols in the positions in which
their codewords differ. In the case of a Reed-Solomon code,
given a descendant, the two error patterns (one for each parent)
can have a Hamming weight of at most n/2, which is far beyond
the error-correcting capacity of the code. When IPP codes are
used, given a descendant, at least one codeword exists which
agrees with it in a number of symbols >2(n–d) because, if there
are only two possible parents, one of them must contribute a
number of symbols greater than or equal to n/2. Using the value
of d for which the code is IPP, the proof is immediate. Moreover, it can be proven that such words are parents of the descendant.
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As Berlekamp indicates in [2], re-encoding is a possible way
to ﬁnd the error pattern. This model considers that all information symbols in the received codeword are correct, i.e. that all
errors have occurred in redundancy symbols. This idea is interesting for decoding Reed-Solomon IPP codes because, if the
descendant word has at least k symbols from one of its parents,
it can be recoded using such symbols as though they were
information. In this way, all possible parents contributing at
least k symbols to the descendant can be obtained.
The algorithm proposed in [8] seeks the positive_parent (the
one agreeing with the descendant in ≥2(n–d) positions) and
constructs all possible couples of parents. The generic idea is
based on re-encoding the symbols of the received word that do
not agree with those of the positive_parent.

4

w-TA Schemes Based on Soft Decision Decoding

4.1 Coding
In [16], it is proven that, given a code C[n,k,d], if d>n (1–1/w2), C
is a w-TA code.
4.2 Decoding
The objective of the decoding algorithm is to ﬁnd a list
containing all parents whose combination yields the received
word. However, since such parents can contribute only very
few positions, identiﬁcation of all of them is not possible. In
fact, as has been stated in Section 2, IPP codes (and consequently also w-TA) guarantee detection of one of the parents
(for whom participation in the collusion is positive). We will
call this parent a positive_parent.
When soft-decision decoding techniques are used, the decoder takes advantage of side information generated by the receiver and, instead of managing received symbols directly, it uses
probability values about reliability of such symbols. Such information is usually given to the algorithm as a reliability
matrix. The soft-decision algorithm used is Koetter-Vardy’s,
KV [13].
The idea of the soft-decision based tracing algorithm is to
obtain information about positive_parents and prepare it so that
the decoder sees it as if coming from a channel. From this
information, we want to ﬁnd a greater number of
positive_parents. This is achieved by performing several iterations of the KV algorithm, in which every iteration builds a new
reliability matrix that takes into account positive_parents found
in previous iterations.
In the case of w colluders, there will be at most w parents, so
that one of them must contribute at least n/w descendant symbols. Since d>n–n/w2, we can guarantee that there always exists
a codeword that agrees with the descendant in ≥ w(k–1)+1
symbols. Moreover, in [9] it is proven that such a codeword is
a positive_parent. Once a positive_parent is known, new
bounds to identify other possible positive_parents are iteratively established, using the known parent(s).
An informal description of the tracing algorithm is presented
next; the complete description can be found in [9].
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Algorithm:
Input: w: positive integer; C: Reed-Solomon code with length
n and minimum distance d>n–n/w2; descendant (received word)
p∈desc(Ct), |Ct|≤ w.
Output: A list L of all positive_parents of p.
1. Given a received word p, a reliability matrix is constructed
assuming that all received symbols are correct and that all
parents contribute with the same amount of symbols.
2. With this matrix R, run the KV algorithm. From the obtained
list, codewords ui1, ..., uij, are taken whose distance to p is ≤
n–(w(k–1)+1) and they are added to the list L.
3. If all parents have been found (|L|=w), or if the number of
positions of p to be “covered” is such that there are no more
positive_parents, then output L and quit the algorithm.
4. State the inputs to a new reliability matrix, in which:
a) Symbols of p covered by positive_parents found up to
now are assumed to be “erasures”.
b) Non covered symbols are assumed to be correct.
It is also assumed that all positive_parents not found yet
contribute with the same number of symbols to the construction of p.
5. Run the KV algorithm on the matrix from the previous step.
From the obtained list, take those codewords ui1, ..., uij that are
positive_parents and add them to L.
6. If all parents have been found(|L|=w), or if the number of
positions of p to be “covered” is such that there are no more
positive_parents, then output L and exit the algorithm; otherwise go to Step 4.
Construction of a Binary Fingerprinting Scheme
Secure against Collusions of Size 2
One of the parameters taken into account when designing a
code is redundancy. In order to minimize code redundancy, one
possible technique to use is code concatenation.
A concatenated code or supercode is the combination of a [ni,
ki, di] qi-ary code (qi ≥ 2), called internal code, with an [no,ko,do]
qiki-ary code, called external code. Combination consists of a
mapping among internal code codewords and the elements
from Fqiki, which yields a qi-ary code of length nino and dimension kiko. Note that the size of the resulting concatenated code
corresponds to that of the external code.
In order to construct a binary ﬁngerprinting code C we will
use:
• As internal code, a dual binary Hamming code, Sr, with
parameters [2r–1, r, 2r–1].
• As external code, an IPP Reed-Solomon code deﬁned over
F2r with parameters (n, n/4, n–n/4 +1).
• A function φ: F2r → Sr
A codeword from C is built by concatenating the yi’s obtained
from applying to every symbol of a codeword x= (x1, ... ,xn),
belonging to the Reed-Solomon code, the function yi=φ(xi), 1≤ i ≤
n. Therefore, y ∈ C, is deﬁned as,

5

y=( yi ,..., yn) / yi=φ(xi)

Codes obtained through the previous procedure are similar to
those of [1], but the particular choice of the internal and external codes allows more efﬁcient decoding methods to be used.
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Identiﬁcation of a colluder in a ﬁngerprinting scheme that
uses the C code consists of decoding a concatenated code
where both the internal and the external code should be decoded beyond their correcting capacity.
For the internal code, if v ∈ S*r, there are three possibilities
for the sets of parent couples.
• All parent couples have a common element, x, such that
dist(x, v) ≤ 2r–2–1

• There is a unique parent couple {x, y} such that dist(x, v) = dist(y,
v) = 2r–2

• There are three possible parent couples {x, y}, {x, z} and {y, z},
such that dist(x,v) = dist(y, v) = dist(z, v) = = 2r–2
Therefore, an algorithm is needed which ﬁnds all codewords
of Sr at a distance 2r–2 of v. For that purpose, we can make a
small modiﬁcation to the algorithms of Chase [5] as shown in
[10]. This results in the Simpliﬁed Chase algorithm (SC),
whose output is one, two or three codewords.
The number of “errors” that can be introduced by colluders
requires the decoding algorithm of the external code to be
capable of correcting about n/2 “errors”. The algorithm used is
KV, because the reliability matrix allows the external decoding
procedure to take maximum advantage of the information coming from internal decoding.
Thus, decoding the concatenated code consists of three steps
1. Decoding the internal code.
2. Building the reliability matrix from the result of the previous
step and decoding of the external code.
3. Identifying positive_parents from the output of the second
step.
A complete description of the algorithm can be found in [10].
It is also proven that the probability of success of an attack
against this code decreases exponentially with the code length.
Short Binary Fingerprinting Codes Secure Against
Collusions of Size 3
In [7], it is proven that the error correcting capacity of dual
binary Hamming codes can provide security against collusions
of size 2. In this way, 2-secure ﬁngerprinting codes are
obtained with shorter codewords than those 2-secure codes
obtained through the general construction by Boneh and Shaw
[4]. The advantage of shorter codewords is that they introduce
less distortion when embedded in the digital content to be
protected.
In [14], a construction to obtain codes secure against collusions of size 3 is presented. Codewords of the resulting 3secure code are shorter than those of 3-secure codes obtained
with the general construction by Boneh and Shaw. The basic
idea is to compose a new kind of code, called scattering code
[15], with a dual binary Hamming code.

6

Conclusions
Collusion attacks are the main threat to ﬁngerprinting
systems. Therefore, codes that allow identiﬁcation of dishonest
users should be used. In this paper, the close connection
between channel coding and codes with tracing capabilities has
been shown. A taxonomy of different schemes as a function of
their properties has been presented.
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Additionally, an overview of several contributions made by
the authors which aim at identifying fraudulent users by using
a broad range of channel coding techniques (code concatenation, list decoding, soft decision, scattering codes, etc.) has
been given.
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